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Blockchain as a priority:

In 2018, ten of the largest public players and more than fifty of the world's largest companies were exploring blockchain¹.

Beyond Asia and North America, blockchain in Europe is growing exponentially. Dutch banks ING and Rabobank, German insurance group Allianz and the We.Trade platform have successfully implemented applications based on blockchain.

In addition, deep tech start-ups want to go beyond the need for funding. Market access (61%), technical expertise (39%) and business expertise (26%) are among the needs they most often mention. 97% of them wish to collaborate with large industrial groups².

B-hub for Europe taking part to blockchain development:

B-hub for Europe contributes to this development by leveraging European technological excellence and supporting the growth of business models integrating the blockchain. By facilitating collaboration between start-ups, public players and large groups, B-HUB for Europe brings blockchain technologies closer to the market and enables a knowledge transfer beneficial to all European economic players.

Indeed, B-HUB for Europe seeks to connect blockchain innovation ecosystems to accelerate startups growth!

---

¹ Forbes Global 2000
² Hello Tomorrow & Boston Consulting Group, « From tech to deep tech. Fostering collaboration between corporates and startups », 2016
The B-HUB project:

- Raises awareness and train industrial, service actors and public players so that they can identify potential applications, come up with use cases and get in motion;
- Matches start-ups with public and private sector use cases;
- Provides global support for start-ups, in particular through mentoring;
- Animates a European blockchain community (mapping, regulatory watch, discovery tours...).

B-hub’s offer is threefold:

- For companies and public service players: training on the potential applications of the blockchain, connecting with startups that can address use cases;
- For startups: personalised support, connecting with potential users of blockchain solutions, and meeting Italian, German, Lithuanian and Romanian European blockchain ecosystems;
- For all: the animation of a European community around the blockchain (events, mapping of initiatives, research resources ...).

Would like to get more information about B-hub, reach us:

mona.eljadaoui@systematic-paris-region.org